Education includes Black history

By Tracy Anderson
Staff Writer

According to Leonard Jeffries, chairman of Black Studies at City College in New York, "Rich white men with property are not history.

This line astonished the crowd, but Jeffries who recently helped in the movie "Roots" said he is trying to project history on its true basis, the African family.

Jeffries, a Black man who graduated top of his class at Columbia, addressed the body of the Black Student Union Co-op Program, saying "In my million dollar white boy education there was not one positive aspect about black people.

What was there, I put there myself.

The lecture which took place on Feb. 28 ended the celebration of Black history month. Jeffries spoke for the special two hour luncheon on the topic "Preparing Young Minds for the 21st Century.

"When it comes to experience, for people with color there is a dark hole," said Jeffries. "It is time to break the false concept of superiority of white people," he added.

"We cannot be fully educated unless we are knowledgable in African history. The extent of education is misleading against Blacks," said Jeffries.

Jeffries said that white men did not lay the foundation for America; the 1,000 Blacks in the revolutionary war laid the foundation.

Since the beginning of history, distortion has had great effect on the way history is perceived, according to Jeffries, as he held up a picture of the last supper displaying famous Black figures, and Christ represented as a Black man.

From Mesopotamia to Newark: the art of glassblowing

By Susan Sarlo

In a lecture titled, "Glorious Glass: Reflections on Beauty and Technology in Greek and Roman Glassblowing," Dr. Susan Auth, curator of ancient art at the Newark Museum, explained the art of glassblowing as it developed in the Mediterranean world during the Hellenistic and Roman periods.

The lecture was sponsored on Feb. 22, by the Institute for the Humanities and the Archaeology Program.

"The Schaefer Collection of Ancient Glass at the Newark Museum is the finest collection of ancient glass in the United States," said Auth. "The collection can be traced from the beginning of glass-making."

Auth said the first group to make glass were the Mesopotamians before 2000 B.C. The first kind of glass was composed of sand, soda and lime. Glass was melted and poured into molds and made into small statues of animals, people, plaques, and necklaces, she added.

Glassblowing began in the first century B.C. and was discovered by the Romans, said Auth. Glassblowers made glass by taking the amount of melted glass needed for the piece and attached it to the end of a metal pipe about a yard long. Then the craftsman blew the glass up into the mold.

The MSC field house, which has been the center of much controversy lately, is once again the center of attention. The field house is not being adequately serviced despite increasing student fees. See page 7 for story.
How to get through college with money to spare:

1. Buy a Macintosh.

2. Add a peripheral.

3. Get a nice, fat check.

Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple peripherals you add on—so you'll save up to $800.

Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half

The College Store
Student Center Building
Montclair State College
A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

File Now!
Help IRS process more quickly.

THANKS ANYWAY...I'VE ALREADY HAD BREAKFAST.

A five-week study program in Italy is planned by MSC with faculty members in the Spanish/Italian, English, and music departments this summer. In addition to four weeks at the University of Siena, the program includes optional weekend visits to nearby cities and a one-week excursion to Venice and Rome.

Formal classroom study will include four hours daily of language, culture and civilization instruction. In addition to all levels of Italian language and literature, class offerings include world literature and music courses.

Students may also opt to take courses at the University for Foreign Students in Siena. The program provides an opportunity to earn six college credits in Italian and/or music or world literature.

Participants will have an opportunity to become familiar with contemporary Italian culture and its roots. Not only does Siena, set in the midst of the Tuscan countryside, look much as it did at the end of the Middle Ages, but the area offers Florence, an hour away, with its important Renaissance architecture and world renowned museums of Italian painting and Etruscan art. Excursions to Rome, Venice and Assisi, as well as to nearby Volterra, San Gimignano, and Pisa, will help round out the picture.

Participants must be currently attending college or hold bachelor's degree's. High school seniors and other members of the community who demonstrate special interest in the program may also be accepted at the discretion of the director, Dr. Vincenzo Bollettino of MSC's Department of Spanish and Italian.

The $2,300 cost is subject to possible changes in the exchange rate. While the program’s exact dates have not yet been established, departure is set for July 12 and return for Aug. 21. A $200 deposit is due by Mar. 10 with the balance due by Mar. 31. Additional details may be obtained by contacting Dr. Bollettino at (201)893-4285.

Memorial Auditorium
Tuesday, March 7, 1989
8:00 p.m.
Admission Free

Sponsored by the Montclair State College Alumni Association and Additional Support by the Faculty Student Cooperative Association.
Coming Attraction

"Beach Party"
Wed. March 1
and
THURS. MARCH 2-
sponsored by
Michelob Dry

free ice cream w/paid admission
both nights

-Dress Appropriately-

WED. MARCH 8 LIVE BAND
WED. MARCH 15 & THURS. MARCH 16

ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY

Class I Concerts Presents:

Catania

Appearing at the Rat on Wed. March 8
The Rathskeller will start serving
non-alcoholic drinks at 8:00 p.m.,
the band will start performing at 9:00 p.m.

ALL AGES WELCOME!!

Admission: $1.00-Students w/MSC I.D.
 $1.50-Non-students w/MSC student

For more Info call: 893-4478
SGA News

SILC immobilized by budget freeze

By AnneMarie Reinhart
Correspondent

At last night's SGA meeting it was announced that Student Intramural Leisure Council (SILC) would have a budget freeze. SILC failed to return information requested by the SGA and was given notification after three warnings that they would have equipment taken away and their doors locked, according to SGA President Tommy Mergola.

Intramural Basketball, previously organized by SILC, will be run by MSC's recreation department, Mergola said.

The SGA will be working with the Greek Council and the Administration to define hazing for those pledging fraternities and sororities, Mergola said. Currently, there is no information on hazing available to the campus.

Mergola told the legislature, President Richard Lynde has written an article in reference to the assault a student made on a faculty member. Lynde would like to inform the faculty that security on campus is good and that they should not be afraid.

In reference to an article written by The Montclarion about censorship for organizations, Mergola said, he would like to see all 67 organizations on campus have a faculty/administrative advisor so there would be no further complications with censorship.

He does not endorse a Review Board.

The Parking Committee met last Friday afternoon and discussed the new radar that will be used on campus, said Perry DelVecchio, SGA treasurer. The state will approve the radar within two weeks. Anyone exceeding the speed limit of 15 m.p.h. will receive a ticket.

DelVecchio said, anyone who receives a ticket and does not have a decal on his car will be researched through Motor Vehicles and given a municipal summons. Failure to pay tickets will also result in a summons.

He added, it has been estimated that about 15,000 tickets have been given out by Campus Police since September.

The legislature unanimously passed a bill concerning the election rules for those who decide to run for the SGA Executive Board.

According to the bill, all legislators except candidates and campaign managers must help out with the polls during election week.

Infrctions made by the candidate will be reviewed by the Election Committee. After four infractions, the legislature can disqualify the candidate.

Sign-up dates

- SGA News

Trip to British Isles

A 16-day tour of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales is being sponsored by the commercial recreation/travel and tourism concentration in MSC's department of physical education, recreation and leisure studies.

The tour will leave from the metropolitan area on June 3, and arrive in London the following day. Travelers will be visiting such sites as Stonehenge, Salisbury Cathedral, the Roman Baths and Trinity College.

Along the way they will be treated to views across the Salisbury Plain, the Waterford coastal drive and the Scottish borders.

While in London, the participants have been invited to visit the Thomas Cook Agency. Thomas Cook is the person credited for the creation of the packaged tour. While at the Cook Agency, the chief archivist has agreed to personally meet the group and to make the archive available to them.

The tour includes free days in the cities of London, Dublin and Edinborough where the travelers may explore and visit those sites that are of particular interest to them.

Also included in the price are all land travel, most meals and accommodations in twin-bedded rooms with private facilities in mainly first-class hotels. Other features include travel insurance and service charges, taxes and tips.

The tour is being organized by Dr. Susan A. Weston, coordinator of the recreation and leisure studies program at MSC. This program offers a B.S. degree with a concentration in travel tourism and commercial recreation.

Weston has recently completed a book chapter on the history of these areas.

Individuals who are interested in this opportunity may take the tour for graduate or undergraduate credit, or for no credit at all. The package is priced at $1,190 excluding air fare. For more information contact Weston at (201) 893-5253 or 893-7132.

Leaving Campus - 6:30 p.m. Friday
Returning - 4:00 p.m. Sunday

SIGN UP NOW in front of S.C. cafeteria

Cost: $60 for students
$90 non-students

H.R.O.'S WEEKEND

MARCH 10, 11, 12
COME EXPERIENCE YOUR PERSONALITY TO THE FULLEST!!

Leaving Campus - 6:30 p.m. Friday
Returning - 4:00 p.m. Sunday

TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.
598 Valley Road, Upper Montclair
201-746-5600
Serving all the travel needs for MSC

ROUND TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.
**Campus Police Report:**

**Kidnapping a false alarm**

By John Friberg  
Correspondent

On Feb. 17, Dr. Martin, dean of students at MSC, received a phone call from a concerned parent who thought her son had been kidnapped. The son, a student at MSC, had called home and told his mother he had been abducted by three men he did not know.

The student was later located and questioned by campus police. He finally admitted that he had made the whole thing up, presumably to avoid a fraternity-hazing prank. He was subsequently arrested and charged with filing a false police report.

A joint investigation by campus police and Montclair police determined that one of the car burglars arrested on campus last week was also responsible for at least 7 car thefts in the town of Montclair and 2 more on campus.

The suspect used his job as a pizza deliveryman as a cover for his criminal activities. Stolen property has been recovered, but cannot be identified, presumably because no police report had been filed by some of the burglar's victims.

Sometime between 8 p.m. on Feb. 18, and 8 p.m. on Feb. 22, someone tried to enter a 1982 Ford in Lot 24, causing damage to the door locks.

Between 6:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. on Feb. 22, a 1985 Jeep was vandalized in Lot 24. The driver's window was broken, the antenna was torn off, and the radio speakers were damaged.

The Jeep had also been scratched with a key or similar sharp object. A small baseball bat was recovered at the scene.

Around 2:30 a.m. on Feb. 23, in Lot 28, a 1982 Datsun station wagon was broken into, and the radio was stolen.

Sometime between 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 22, and 6:30 a.m. the following morning, the owner of a silver '82 Toyota drove across the lawn outside Blanton Hall, causing considerable damage. The owner was identified, and will pay for the damage. No charges were filed in the incident.

Around 4:30 p.m., on Feb. 23, a '79 Ford parked in the Bohn Hall fire zone was vandalized. A tire was slashed, the rear window was smashed, and the stereo was damaged.

Bohn Hall's first bomb scare of the semester was recorded at 1:27 a.m. on Feb. 25. An unidentified female called the Bohn Hall desk, and said there were bombs in both Bohn and Stone Halls. Only Bohn was evacuated.

A boyfriend and girlfriend were involved in a fight in Freeman Hall in the early morning hours of Feb. 25. She wanted to end the relationship. He became violent, pulled her hair, and struck her. The victim, refusing to sign a complaint against her ex.

---

**Newark the site of exhibit**

**Government Books & More!**

Send for your free catalog  
Washington DC 20037-7000

**Christian and Jewish struggle topic of lecture**

---

**New office hours**

Beginning on Feb. 27, 1989, and continuing until further notice, the Office of the Registrar will open for business at 9:30 a.m. This is one hour later than the regular opening time of 8:30 a.m.

This change in office hours is necessitated by the state-imposed hiring freeze; currently-vacant positions in the Registrar's Office cannot be filled. The office is thus unable to maintain the same level of service provided by a full staff. The change has been approved by Acting President Richard Lynde and the Vice President for Student Affairs, Jean Armstrong.

Certain forms will still be available on the table in the hallway outside C-204 and can be deposited in our mail slot, as appropriate.

**Telecope night**

Every clear Thursday, except on holidays, Dr. Mary Lou West holds a public telescope night outside of Richardson Hall. The event is held from 8:00 to 9:00 p.m., and is free of charge. All are welcome.

---

**Cartoonist publishes book**

MSC has produced a booklet titled "Kay Kato at Montclair State College" which features the work of The Star-Ledger cartoonist and columnist.

Kato has visited and illustrated cartoons about MSC more frequently than at any other college in New Jersey. Over a period of 14 years, she has published 17 columns portraying various aspects and activities of MSC.

Kay Kato, who studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, has had her work exhibited at the Sprague Library Art Gallery on the Montclair campus, the Montclair Art Museum, the Boston Public Library, the Newark Public Library, the American Fine Arts Gallery in New York and the Advertising Club in New York.

She has sketched the portraits of New Jersey governors and such personalities as Bob Hope, Phyllis Diller, King Hussein and Shirley Temple Black, and has appeared on television network shows in Boston, Denver, Philadelphia, Hollywood and Washington, D.C.

The booklet features 88 original cartoons printed in The Sunday Star-Ledger from 1974 to 1988, many of which were exhibited in Sprague Art Gallery at MSC in 1987. These cartoons illustrate events that occurred at the College, including a health fair, a tailgate picnic on Sprague Field, a Suzuki violin demonstration, a barber-shop chorus concert and a Latin American dance performance.

"Kay Kato at Montclair State College" is presented as a retrospective to date of the activities which have attracted the interest of the cartoonist and her prolific pen. It was compiled by Maureen P. McGuire and Janet James, cooperative education students in the Office of Public Information. Copies are available by calling 893-4333.
Black history month closes strongly

By Carl Chase
Staff Writer

Their three-course banquet has been eaten, the guests in the Student Center Tuesday night stirred in unison.

Casually, the 85 students and faculty awaited this final lecture bringing Black History Month to an end; tomorrow it would all be over.

Then the fiery talk of Dr. Lenworth Gunther seemed to bring new excitement to Black awareness that may well outlive February and, for those present, even 1989.

Dr. Gunther, one of the most renowned university professors teaches, preaches and lives according to the truth of African-American history. Students at Essex County College, Fairleigh-Dickinson University, Rutgers, Ramapo College, Drexel University and NJIT have filled up his classes in African, Caribbean and Afro-American history consistently since 1971.

This month's theme, "Save the Future—Educate the Children," was the focus of Dr. Gunther's lecture, which came at the tail end of a Black history month that came in like a lion and went out with equal power.

Gunther spoke on the importance of Black students actively pursuing an education, instead of being complacent.

"Things don't always change," he said. "You can have all the fine libraries in the world; your appetite for learning is what determines your success in life. Access is not success."

Implying that the African Diaspora is like a living artifact made of stone, he began with the "limestone" generation—the Blacks who were brought to America and 6.6 times their number (4 million) were taken to South America.

"Limestone is a rock made of fossils, for centuries used to build magnificent buildings. Think about it—our ancestors used to walk five to seven miles or more to work. For nothing. They worked and died to create the environment that could support the next generation," he explained.

This "touchstone generation" grew up in the slave era but was not without a "glorious" heritage, in spite of attempts to take this away. Illiteracy was mandated with the intention of weakening the Black society. However, this had the opposite effect.
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Dr. Gunther, one of the most renowned university professors teaches, preaches and lives according to the truth of African-American history. Students at Essex County College, Fairleigh-Dickinson University, Rutgers, Ramapo College, Drexel University and NJIT have filled up his classes in African, Caribbean and Afro-American history consistently since 1971.

This month's theme, "Save the Future—Educate the Children," was the focus of Dr. Gunther's lecture, which came at the tail end of a Black history month that came in like a lion and went out with equal power.

Gunther spoke on the importance of Black students actively pursuing an education, instead of being complacent.

"Things don't always change," he said. "You can have all the fine libraries in the world; your appetite for learning is what determines your success in life. Access is not success."

Implying that the African Diaspora is like a living artifact made of stone, he began with the "limestone" generation—the Blacks who were brought to America and 6.6 times their number (4 million) were taken to South America.

"Limestone is a rock made of fossils, for centuries used to build magnificent buildings. Think about it—our ancestors used to walk five to seven miles or more to work. For nothing. They worked and died to create the environment that could support the next generation," he explained.

This "touchstone generation" grew up in the slave era but was not without a "glorious" heritage, in spite of attempts to take this away. Illiteracy was mandated with the intention of weakening the Black society. However, this had the opposite effect.

"Orality flourished: the art of storytelling. You could see people sitting in the shadows, teaching each other what mattered without a 'master' would not permit," Gunther said.

"The touchstone is a black rock, used to test gold and silver ore. When gold strikes this rock, the rock burns," he bellowed, referring to the Blacks who were burned and scarred reclaiming freedoms for future generations.

The "Obsidian generation" owes its opportunities to those slaves and freed men, he said. "The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Junior, MacNeil-Lehrer Report journalist Charlene Hunter (who bravely persisted to enter a Georgia University in the 1950's as the only non-white), and he himself all belong to this era, he said.

"Recognize that those of us who got ahead would have failed if not for those who went before," he said.

Amazingly, Gunther managed to find riotous humor even in the deepest, darkest ideas. "African women have always been strong; America didn't make them strong. Some of you make more money than your men; you might be more mature. In fact, some of you are bigger than your men," he said, to chuckles and applause. He joked about this a while, then added, "Don't you think you might think you still need men.

... your children need you to be together."

BSCU co-sponsored the event together with CLUB and the African-American Studies Program. BSCU president Pinky Seldon said that the prolific speaker drove home the official theme in "enlightening, exciting, motivating, excellent" style.

Several times the laughter from the dozen banquet tables was deafening. "Laugh with me," he said. "A Black person who never laughs is bound for the mental hospital."

All laughter aside, Gunther's main concern was a bright future for Black children. As he told it: "Nurture in them responsibility, accountability and competitiveness, that's how!"

Field house tangled in red tape

By Anthony DiPasquale
Staff Writer

A question that concerns an increasing number of students who use the field house is who is in charge of getting the proper equipment for their work-outs, and why they aren't doing it.

It would seem the question could be answered simply enough. All students are required to pay an additional charge on their bill (which has continued to increase) which pays for the maintenance and enhancement of the field house. So why does the facility lack certain matching dumbbells, and why are there no machines for body builders who want to develop their legs?

The investigation of how the field house is funded began with the athletic director, who referred all inquiries to the faculty student co-op, who suggested the dean of students, who recommended speaking to the head of the field house.

Dean of Students Edward Martin explained the pieces of the bureaucratic puzzle which forms the field house's budget. According to Martin, the field house has to go through departments which allocate the use of money for its functioning. Could this be the reason that otherwise useful whirlpools sit unused?"Yes, could this be the reason that otherwise useful whirlpools sit unused?" Yes, it could be. There have been some administrative changes that have occurred recently which give the people involved an excuse for their policy ignorance, Martin explained.

Of course, the field house has not been without some improvements. This semester there have been improvements made like the increase of hours to include weekends and new weights for the benches. This shows that it is possible that something can be done, but there is a long road to be traveled before the situation is remedied.

The burden of updating the field house falls upon the newly appointed person in charge of student programming, and perhaps she can find it in the budget to get another 35-pound dumbbell which has been missing for a year.
Now that we have your attention,

The Montclarion

needs all kinds of weird people to do all sorts of weird things, so “let’s go to the video tape, I mean, come on down; I think I’m losing my marbles.” There is a grand prize of one news story each (mostly lectures and limited to one per person) for the first 100 students to make it down to rm. 113 of the Student Center Annex. So get down on it, no, no get down to us real quick for this once in a lifetime offer. See you soon!

The Montclarion is a Class I of the SGA

"MIDNIGHT RUN"

starring Robert DeNiro

Tues March 7 8pm

Rm.417 Student Center

Admission- $1.00

free refreshments

Sponsored by JSU

File Now!

Help IRS process more quickly.

THANKS ANYWAY...I'VE ALREADY HAD BREAKFAST.
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The Brothers Of
Sigma Phi Rho
Fraternity Inc.
Zeta Chapter M.S.C.
&
The Sisters Of
Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Inc.
Delta Zeta Chapter
Present
College Jam "89"
When Saturday March 4th
Where: The Student Center Ballrooms
Montclair State College
Time: 8:00-Until
Amount M.S.C. $3.00 $4.00 w/Do
200 and are Class IV Organizations of S.A.A.

Freshmen
PILOTS WANTED
Marines
We're looking for a few good men.

Sophomores

Captain Bruce will be in the Student Center from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
on March 7 and 8.

Currently, openings exist for aviation applicants graduating in 1991 or 1992. 20/20 vision is required. No specific major is required. Ground officers are also needed. Call Captain Bruce at 750-9405/6.

The UPS Tuition Reimbursement Program

United Parcel Service, one of the world's largest small package delivery companies, offers a tuition reimbursement program that pays our part-time employees up to $2,000 per semester.

If you work part-time on a specially designated shift, you are eligible for this program. To participate, you must obtain a part-time employee tuition reimbursement request form from your supervisor or the Personnel Department.

All courses must be approved by UPS. Courses offered in the summer can qualify. Upon successful completion of each course—a grade of "C" or better—you will be reimbursed for all course credit charges and registration fees... up to $2,000 a semester!

ADDITIONAL UPS BENEFITS

Part-time employees at UPS receive:
- Starting pay of $8-9/HOUR
- Medical and dental insurance and prescription drug plan
- Paid holidays and vacations
- Company savings plan
- Annual $500 contractual bonus
- 401K savings plan

Just think, if you work for UPS... your tuition is on us!

For more information on our tuition reimbursement plan, call the UPS facility nearest you:

Edison (201) 417-3460

Newark/Secaucus (201) 330-2315

Parsippany (201) 428-2200
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Some say patience is a virtue, but for those students who receive financial aid, patience is a short commodity.

For most of the students at MSC who receive some sort of financial aid or any kind of grant or loan which involves the business office, waiting for their money has become an accepted part of the rigors of college life.

For instance, it is not out of the ordinary for a student who receives financial aid to be forced to wait for the entire semester to get the money he deserves. This affects the student who has to pay his/hers fall tuition with his/her own funds rather than the financial aid money due. This forces the students into debt as they attempt to cover college costs themselves.

The money that the student receives to cover college cost is, in many instances, taken from money that would be used to cover other costs such as: rent, rooms, clothing, food, and other personal needs. Is it fair that students are forced into debt simply because of the bureaucratic red-tape? Is it also fair that financial aid and the business office are constantly pointing fingers at one another, when it comes to blame.

Why does it take so long for the MSC business office to process financial aid forms? Believe it or not, the majority of this work is done manually-without the assistance of computers.

Half the blame could be placed on the state's office in Trenton. It is the Department of Higher Education that gives the financial aid office their instructions, which in turn gives the business office their instructions, which in turn-six months after the semester-gives the student his or her money.

Is there a light at the seemingly endless tunnel?

As of March 1990, the college will implement the financial aid phase of the Student Information System software package (SIS). With this new system, the business office will be able to access student records immediately, taking much of the wait out of the financial aid office.

What's taking so long to implement SIS?

SIS is an integrated software package which, to be effective, must have the names and financial records of all financial aid-receiving students programmed into the system. So, the students of 1990 may have it easier.

Even the most sophisticated software package will not relieve the anxiety felt by present students, unless the financial aid and business offices make an effort to better understand the students' needs.

The never-ending wait

I've made fun of people who don't know what's going on and don't care. I've suggested that they were functionally stupid and a discredit to their race-human. But when you come down to it, it's difficult to make a case for being well-informed.

In the first place, you very often find out-years later-that what you thought was going on wasn't. That's what you find out in the second place too.

Take Dwight Eisenhower, for example. Mr. Eisenhower was the first president I had the opportunity to vote against and vote against him I did, with enthusiasm. He seemed to me the dullest of dullards; inarticulate, without imagination or vision and past his prime.

Yet, as the years roll by, Eisenhower looks better and better. He was the last president able to go eyeball-to-eyeball with the Pentagon and come away the winner.

He ended the war in Korea and absolutely refused to commit us to another one in Southeast Asia. He warned against the growing influence of the "military industrial complex" in the affairs of our nation. He predicted the disastrous effect that interservice rivalries would have on our nation's defense.

He even saw that our troop commitment to NATO would result in a balance of payments deficit and the erosion of Europe's will to defend itself against the Communist menace. And while he did not embrace the civil rights revolution itself against the Communist menace. And while he did not embrace the civil rights revolution, he did not embrace the civil rights revolution.

It was he who sent the troops to integrate the schools in Little Rock, thereby setting in motion irresistible forces in the cause of racial equality.

He was, in short, the greatest president of the post-war period. It's not just politics, however; our deepest beliefs are being assailed of late-on the subject of debt, for example. Most of us in the pre-baby boomer generations were raised to believe that debts of all kinds were to be avoided. Personal debt could get you trouble, corporate debt was the mark of a recklessly run company and federal deficits were dangerous. There were exceptions, of course. You were allowed to borrow money to buy a house. Companies could go on to the bank for well thought-out expansion.

The government could borrow money in hard times to inflate the economy. But all things being equal, it was better to pay your bills up front.

The government could borrow money to buy a house. Companies could go on to the bank for well thought-out expansion. The government could borrow money in hard times to inflate the economy. But all things being equal, it was better to pay your bills up front.

That was the religion.

No longer. People are encouraged to go on to the bank for well thought-out expansion. They borrow money to get out of supermarkets.

Corporations assume vast debts in order to swallow other companies. And the government...well, the huge federal debt run up by the conservative Reagan administration is about to lapse into irrelevance.

The president and Congress are paying no more than lip service to its menace and hardly a day passes without yet another respected economist raising the specter of post-boom concerns over it. Last week Charles Morris, wrote in The New York Times Sunday Magazine:

“Remarkably, there has never been strong evidence for the malvolent consequences of a federal budget deficit: virtually all of the arguments in favor of urgent action on the current deficit are supported by the most tenuous connections between theory and evidence, or are not supported at all, or are misleading or actually false.

He goes on to make a case for that statement, remarkable in itself. Along the way he states that the Reagan deficit isn't so big, given the size of our economy, that we are not actually a debtor nation just because we seem to be and that having the English and Japanese come over here and buy us up bit by bit is good for us. This is not some kook we're talking about here, nor is he alone. A small but growing band of economists are saying pretty much the same thing.

I feel like a Burgundian in an Errol Flynn movie. In a Flynn swashbuckler there'd always be this scene where Flynn, usually a pirate, was surrounded by a bunch of swishy Burgundians waving swords. He would say:

“Ten Frenchmen against one Englishman. Those are about the right odds.” Then he'd take out his sword and beat them up-all of them. After which he'd laugh, leap onto a chandelier

Donald Kaul is a syndicated columnist with Tribune Media Services; Inc.

Your housing and tuition deposits, athletic and lab fees, and your books have to be paid by Friday...

Student with snow Job complex

But we won't have your fall refund until April!
Viewpoints/Right

Bush vs. Congress: A formula

George Bush's team may be getting some tactical satisfaction from its budget maneuvering at the expense of Congress. The approach certainly has its charms—it's one way of handling the line-item veto problem. What Mr. Bush has done is suggest where certain economies can be effected, leaving it to Congress to say yes to this one, no to that one. This formula makes it possible for the president to blame the Congress for any failure to bring down the budget to the level specified by Gramm-Rudman; or, indeed, to bring it down at all.

But built into the formula, and necessarily so, are a series of projections that the economic community believes to be synthetically optimistic. Congressional retaliation is based on attempting to fix in the public mind that the president anticipated revenues of ABC, a growth rate of XYZ, and interest rates of GHI—and that these were defective as predictions and disingenuous in conception. So that the public is left with the prospect of not knowing exactly how much blame to assign to which party. This will lead to frustration and does much to discredit the claims of democratic government.

Mr. Bush is losing precious time. As is widely remarked, at systematic length by Professor Milton Friedman in his book, "The Tyranny of the Status Quo," a new president makes progress or doesn't in the first few months of his first term. This is the moment when reorientation of domestic policy is possible. Now in this respect, George Bush suffers from a singular psychological disadvantage; any projections of the Reagan formula would seem to be disloyal and even aggressive.

But the fact of it is that Mr. Reagan never really had any formula for handling the budget problem, except to ask for a line-item veto and a constitutional amendment demanding a balanced budget.

There are Americans by the millions who would like to see both of these legislative innovations come to pass but they are as stilled as the Equal Rights Amendment, and meanwhile we dither.

The constitution is rather explicit about the duties of the president insofar as they touch on the points in question here. Article II, Section 3, specifies that the president "shall from time to time give to the Congress information of the state of the Union, and recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient." Everybody agrees that it is necessary and expedient to cut government spending and not to increase tax levies.

Accordingly, President Bush should outline, stating in each case the priority he attaches to his proposal, the cuts he proposes. These ought not to be limited by considerations of entitlement. That is, even as he has proposed that during the year 1990 no indexation raises should be given to federal retirees, so he should feel free to make other recommendations, even those that would require Congress to revisit programs that have been designed over the years automatically to increase, as by the system of entitlements.

This puts the burden on him precisely to make those recommendations the Constitution charges him to make. But there should be a compensating identification mark for each congressman's reaction to those recommendations, and this identifying mark should have high political viability. In the past, various organizations have listed the dollar amount of monies that would have been spent by individual congressmen had all the money measured they faced been carried into law.

Using a variant of this device, Mr. Bush might encourage a wide ventilation of individual reactions by individual congressmen. So that just as, in the future, the voters could see how a president handled the economy (First A, then B, then C, then D, then E—to whatever point the president came to rest), so could they see a congressman running for re-election with a widely-advertised figure regularly associated alongside his name. Thus, one would have running for re-election in 1990 not merely Coelho, Tony, D-Calif., but Coelho, Tony, D-Calif., $185B. This would translate: Tony Coelho, running for re-election in California, voted during his two-year-term to spend on average $185 billion more than the government brought in in revenue.

There are Americans by the millions who would like to see both of these legislative innovations come to pass but they are as stilled as the Equal Rights Amendment, and meanwhile we dither.

The constitution is rather explicit about the duties of the president insofar as they touch on the points in question here. Article II, Section 3, specifies that the president "shall from time to time give to the Congress information of the state of the Union, and recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient." Everybody agrees that it is necessary and expedient to cut government spending and not to increase tax levies.

Accordingly, President Bush should outline, stating in each case the priority he attaches to his proposal, the cuts he proposes. These ought not to be limited by considerations of entitlement. That is, even as he has proposed that during the year 1990 no indexation raises should be given to federal retirees, so he should feel free to make other recommendations, even those that would require Congress to revisit programs that have been designed over the years automatically to increase, as by the system of entitlements.

This puts the burden on him precisely to make those recommendations the Constitution charges him to make. But there should be a compensating reaction to those recommendations, and this identifying mark should have high political viability. In the past, various organizations have listed the dollar amount of monies that would have been spent by individual congressmen had all the money measured they faced been carried into law.

Using a variant of this device, Mr. Bush might encourage a wide ventilation of individual reactions by individual congressmen. So that just as, in the future, the voters could see how a president handled the economy (First A, then B, then C, then D, then E—to whatever point the president came to rest), so could they see a congressman running for re-election with a widely-advertised figure regularly associated alongside his name. Thus, one would have running for re-election in 1990 not merely Coelho, Tony, D-Calif., but Coelho, Tony, D-Calif., $185B. This would translate: Tony Coelho, running for re-election in California, voted during his two-year-term to spend on average $185 billion more than the government brought in in revenue.

An equitable arrangement, that the president listing his spending priorities, the Congress divulging individual responsibility for the discrepancy between revenues brought in and expenses paid out. Mr. Bush has very little time ahead of him in which to spit out the half-baked potato and exercise the leadership the Constitution expects of him.

William F. Buckley Jr. is a syndicated columnist with the Universal Press Syndicate.

To the editor:

Sexist and homo-phobic are the two words that best describe the "personal" in the Feb. 23 issue of The Montclarion, that hostilely refers to the "lesbians" criticizing the TK&TE poster.

The writer, who didn't sign his/her name, wrongly assumes three important things.

First, that all feminists are female. Second, that all feminists are gay. Third, that all people concerned about the poster are feminists.

I feel obliged to inform the anonymous writer that thoughtless, combined criticism come in all forms, including male, female, gay and straight.

Stop being so concerned with the gender and sex lives of the people against the poster. This immaturity clearly demonstrates that the body to sell a product, organization or idea does, in fact, promote immature people to have a senseless pre-occupation with negative and violent attitudes toward other people and their sex lives.

Learn to be accepting and/or critical of others' opinions for what they are—not what you perceive them to be. We're all human beings.

Angel Mossucco
sophomore/English

The Montclarion Letters Policy
All letters must be:
* typed and double spaced
* addressed to the editor
* submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before the Thursday issue
* include staff member, year, major, and telephone number for confirmation.

The Montclarion reserves the right to edit letters for style and brevity.
CLASS ONE CONCERTS IS LOOKING FOR LOCAL BANDS TO PARTICIPATE IN A "Battle of the Bands" competition on March 29.

IF YOUR BAND IS INTERESTED, BRING OR SEND A DEMO AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL TO THE CLASS ONE CONCERTS OFFICE IN THE STUDENT CENTER, MSC. FOR MORE INFO, CALL 893-4478.

The Italian Club Welcomes You

Every Wednesday, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in Student Center Rm. 415

*Italian Culture
*Refreshments
*Dances and Shows
*Presentations and Lectures

We are interested in your talents!

CALL: THE DROP-IN CENTER
(A SERVICE OF THE S.G.A.)
24 HR. PEER COUNSELING 893-5271

RESIDENCE LIFE NEWS
ROOM SELECTION
1989-1990

CLOVE ROAD APARTMENTS
APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE MARCH 9, 1989. THEY WILL BE DISTRIBUTED BY RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF AT MANDATORY MEETINGS. DATES AND TIMES WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN EACH BUILDING. DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS MARCH 15, 1989.

APARTMENT FEATURES INCLUDE:
1. Two bedroom, living/dining room, full kitchen and bathroom.
2. Fully furnished, air-conditioned and carpeted.
3. Overnight parking available for all Clove Road residents.
4. Open during academic year vacations and winter session.
5. Meal tickets not required.
WE WILL ONLY ACCEPT GROUPS OF 4 OR 5 IN CLOVE ROAD AND THE ASSIGNMENT IS BASED ON SENIORITY OF EACH GROUP. PAYMENT OF $100.00 DEPOSIT, DUE ON MARCH 14, 1989 AND RETURN OF THE COMPLETED CLOVE ROAD APPLICATION FORM, CONSTITUTES FORMAL APPLICATION FOR ON-CAMPUS RESIDENCE IN CLOVE ROAD FOR THE 1989-90 YEAR.

RESIDENCE HALLS (FOR CURRENT RESIDENTS)
RESIDENCE HALL APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE APRIL 3, 1989. THEY WILL BE DISTRIBUTED BY RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF AT MANDATORY MEETINGS. DATES AND TIMES WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN EACH BUILDING. THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS FROM APRIL 12 TO APRIL 14, 1989. PAYMENT OF $60.00 DEPOSIT, DUE BETWEEN APRIL 5 AND APRIL 7, 1989 AND RETURN OF THE COMPLETED RESIDENCE HALL APPLICATION, CONSTITUTES FORMAL APPLICATION FOR ON-CAMPUS RESIDENCE FOR THE 1989-90 ACADEMIC YEAR.

RESIDENCE HALLS (FOR NON-RESIDENTS)
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE APRIL 3, 1989 FROM THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE, BOHN HALL, 4TH FLOOR. THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS APRIL 14, 1989. PAYMENT OF A $60.00 DEPOSIT, DUE BETWEEN APRIL 5 AND 7 AND RETURN OF THE COMPLETED RESIDENCE HALL APPLICATION, CONSTITUTES FORMAL APPLICATION FOR ON-CAMPUS RESIDENCE FOR THE 1989-90 ACADEMIC YEAR. NON-RESIDENTS WILL BE ASSIGNED IF SPACES ARE AVAILABLE AFTER ALL CURRENT RESIDENTS AND NEW APPLICANTS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED.

SUMMER HOUSING 1989
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR SUMMER HOUSING, PICK UP AN APPLICATION BY MAY 9 FROM THE RESIDENCE LIFE OFFICE. PAYMENT OF A $50.00 DEPOSIT, PAYABLE TO HOUSING SERVICES IS REQUIRED AND, SINCE SPACES ARE LIMITED, ASSIGNMENTS WILL BE MADE ON A FIRST-COME-FIRST-SERVE BASIS. THE APPLICATION WITH THE DEPOSIT IS DUE JUNE 6, 1989.
By Barbara Smith

Correspondent

This year's production of Danceworks '89 by MSC's dance program is presenting two pieces for this year's production. "Acrobic Pas De Deux" is a light, humorous piece done to classical music. "Sadhana" is a trip through a spiritual path which displays confusion and serenity concurrently. The lighting in "Sadhana," as created by this year's design, is especially breathtaking.

The lighting for Danceworks '89 is an endeavor within itself. Using well over 300 instruments, the efforts by technical director Terri Raulie and crew are immeasurable. The lighting this year may well be its best ever.

As mentioned earlier, there is a distinct traditional feeling in some of the pieces. Resident faculty member Linda Roberts will be presenting "Baroque Suite" from Improvement of Dancing, published in 1711, which is known for its historical value.

"Water Study," choreographed by Doris Humphrey, is one of the greatest choreographic masterpieces in American heritage. It is presented by Suzanne Browd and is said to be to the dance student what Shakespeare is to the actor. Additionally, under Browd's direction, Rachel Lampert's "What's Remembered?" will be presented as per last year's performance.

Sara Pearson, a former soloist with the Murray Louis Dance Company, will present "Warrior Dance," a segment of the larger work "Journal Entries." The piece, done in silence, rips through space with a fierce energy and determination. Seniors Amanda Crowin and Stacy Hanks appear in this piece.

Lori Katterhenry, director of MSC's dance program, is presenting two pieces for this year's production. "Acrobic Pas De Deux" is a light, humorous piece done to classical music. "Sadhana" is a trip through a spiritual path which displays confusion and serenity concurrently. The lighting in "Sadhana," as created by this year's design, is especially breathtaking.

The lighting for Danceworks '89 is an endeavor within itself. Using well over 300 instruments, the efforts by technical director Terri Raulie and crew are immeasurable. The lighting this year may well be its best ever.

As mentioned earlier, there is a distinct traditional feeling in some of the pieces. Resident faculty member Linda Roberts will be presenting "Baroque Suite" from Improvement of Dancing, published in 1711, which is known for its historical value.

"Water Study," choreographed by Doris Humphrey, is one of the greatest choreographic masterpieces in American heritage. It is presented by Suzanne Browd and is said to be to the dance student what Shakespeare is to the actor. Additionally, under Browd's direction, Rachel Lampert's "What's Remembered?" will be presented as per last year's performance.

Sara Pearson, a former soloist with the Murray Louis Dance Company, will present "Warrior Dance," a segment of the larger work "Journal Entries." The piece, done in silence, rips through space with a fierce energy and determination. Seniors Amanda Crowin and Stacy Hanks appear in this piece.

Kimberly A. Fischer and Joelle VanSickle are pictured doing a section of a dance entitled "Handscape."

The following is a preview to this year's Mainstage Theatre Series production of Danceworks '89.

This year's production of Danceworks '89 by MSC's dance program will be a performance highlighting traditional and innovative styling in dance.

Collaborative efforts by guest artists, faculty and students promise to make this year's production one with much variety and vitality.

Seniors Colleen McArdle and Kim Whittam will be performing solos, which coincidentally use narrative in order to bring their choreographic ideas across.

"Z Brain" is a piece that explores the left and right side of the mind and their respective processes. The dance, choreographed by McArdle, is a humorous one that steps into the boundaries of dance theatre.

"First Kiss," as choreographed and performed by senior Kim Whittam, is a piece about the phases of a relationship in the different stages of a person's life, right from the first kiss to the intricacies of marriage. Whittam will also be presenting a group piece about the stagnant boredom of working life in "Workforce."

Art for art's sake is expressed in "Handscape" which premiers in Danceworks '89. "Handscape," which involves a clasped hand gesture that swirls through the space, was choreographed and performed by students in the company. This gesture has a definite dynamic energy that cuts through the space with forward motion.

By Dominic Pandisica
Staff Writer

Just as the Super Bowl is televised every year, so is music's "big game"—The Grammy Awards. The Grammy Awards are supposed to be the event which gives credit to the "best" music and musicians of the preceeding year. Generally speaking, there are rarely surprise winners at the Grammys. All one needs to look at is the latest Billboard charts to pick who the winners will be. This leads to the premise of this article: Are the Grammys credible?

No one wants to take anything away from the artists who have won Grammys, but the way they are run makes one wonder if Grammy awards are even only to those who have sold a zillion records instead of those with the most talent and respectability.

For example, this year's big winners: Bobby McFerrin and Tracy Chapman are very talented artists, but what about artists such as Todd Rundgren and Michael Hedges?

Todd Rundgren released an album a few years ago which consisted of recordings of voices only. The album, Anacapa, at times completely eclipses the vocal meanderings of McFerrin and at its worst, stands as its equal. Where was the Grammy for Todd?

Michael Hedges has been doing the Tracy Chapman thing for years but because his music does not get played frequently enough on the radio, he is shunned from sharing the same spotlight with Chapman. Last year's big winner, Paul Simon, swept the Grammy awards with his album Graceland. Graceland's multi-Grammy performance last year was mainly due to the interesting African rhythms present in the music as well as Simon's usage of South African musicians.

Peter Gabriel was using those African influences and musicians in his music for thirteen years. However, Gabriel didn't get any Grammy recognition until So which was his most commercially successful album. The answer is simple; no radio play, no recognition.

Perhaps the real crime of the Grammy awards was not presented during the live broadcast and off-key vocals. Maybe next year.

Well, enough talk about Grammys gone by; what about this year's awards? At last, the Grammy awards attempted to acknowledge heavy metal by creating the new category of Hard Rock/Heavy Metal. This was coupled by a live performance by Metallica. It is unfortunate that Metallica's performance was less than inspiring. The chance was there for Metallica to prove that heavy metal was a force to be reckoned with but they proceeded to give their performance with out-of-tune guitars and off-key vocals. Perhaps next time, fellas.

The answer is simple; no radio play, no recognition.

The oversight was fair to no one. Perhaps the most interesting situation of the evening was the decision by rap artists to boycott the Grammys because their awards were not to be presented during the live broadcast. Come on people, grow up.

The majority of the rock awards were not presented during the live broadcast and none of the jazz or film Grammy's were presented during the live broadcast. Did anyone from these categories spitely boycott the awards?

The Grammy's acknowledged rap with its own category instead of lumping it in with the R&B awards. Now, at least, the rap artists can get the recognition they deserve.

The air time will eventually come but will the maturity of the rap artists?

Perhaps the real question at hand is whether or not the Grammy Awards will become credible in this next year. While most of the Grammy winners are deserving, perhaps the voting committee should think more about talent than record sales this year.

The only way to find out is to tune in next February. If nothing else, it may turn out to be the best circus of the year.
Tube Talk

By Raymond Ecke
Editorial Page Editor

...So I says to the guy—Oh excuse me, I didn't know you were reading me, I guess you want to know what's happening in the TV world, well I'll tell ya.

Did you guys watch the Tyson-Bruno fight? Well, if you didn't, Mike won, but let me ask you this. Did you hear the plug Mike gave while being interviewed after the fight?

Mike said, after being asked what he's going to do next, I'm going home to watch Lean On Me. Sure sounds sincere enough but did you know that it was a setup and Tyson was paid as much as $150,000 for the remark. In fact, the deal was signed days before the fight.

I'm sure after you read this next piece of info you are going to smack your head really, really hard and shout, "Ray, don't tell me that."

WNBC/ch4 has decided to place Geraldino Riversa's last special on Satanism into the circular file. The special, which was to air yesterday was deemed "inappropriate" by NBC exec's.

A station source said, "We've had enough on Satanism. It's a rehash of what he's done before, and very graphic in what they discuss. Selling of body parts, child prostitution, sex. Just a little heavy." Rivera was on vacation in Hell and could not be reached for comment.

Mike should be ashamed of himself! Lord knows how many millions you've made on yourself! Lord knows how many millions you've made on the rehash of what he's done before, guarantees an association after the fight?

I'm sure after you read this. Did you hear the plug Mike said, after being asked what he's going to do next, I'm going home to watch Lean On Me. Sure sounds sincere enough but did you know that it was a setup and Tyson was paid as much as $150,000 for the remark. In fact, the deal was signed days before the fight.

I'm sure after you read this next piece of info you are going to smack your head really, really hard and shout, "Ray, don't tell me that."
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-CPO, 6-7-67: The most romantic guy at MSC. The dance to David S. was simply breathtaking—was the Waltz in the office—YOU are the GREATEST! Love CRW, 6-20-66

-JOHNATHAN—Happy 19th Birthday— I hope your 19th year leads you to prosper—I hope that it is full of happiness. Think of me. I miss you. Love Your Sister, Michelle. P.S. Write to everyone in Cape May has forgotten of my existence.

-Who left those STRANGE FOOTPRINTS in the SNOW???

-Hungarian—I ti voglio bene—The Italian

-I guess I’ll just pop my own tent! Thanks a lot!

-Kerry—Question: Do you like schnapps, and a pitcher of punch—the Kerry—Frosted flakes, PBJ, peach Thanks a lot!

-Italian—EXCELLENT TYPIST

-help! I’m stuck in the Personal Zone!

-EXCLUSIVELY for the NEW LSAT

There is no need to judge others because it’s disgusting. Just wait until you get out into the real world and fall flat on your face. Lovingly...

-To all you party animals – I’m having a birthday party in my room. Of course, my birthday isn’t until 8 months from now. I’d still like you to come over.

-What’s with this guy?

-He, Vinnie, why don’t you come on down to Bloomfield so we can check out the broads. Don’t forget the black guinea tee you borrowed from me last week. Seppe.

-Stacy—Loved the party and the peanut butter. Can’t wait for the jelly! (Ha, ha)

-Love, Ginny

-I hope your 19th year leads you to prosper— I hope that it is full of happiness.

-Love CRW, 6-20-66

-Love ya, Jen (The mission begins...Dum Dum, Dah Dah

-Rod Spertin
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Swimmers wrap up season on a positive note


cont. from back page

The MSC relay teams did exceptionally well, as the 800 meter freestyle team of Andy Pecoraro, Karl Angersbach, Duke Harding and Rich Volpi led the way with a sixth place finish overall.

"I was really happy with the way I swam individually and with the way we swam as a team," said Harding. "There were some surprises, as (freshmen) Matt Gorski and Aaron Miller did really well and showed the potential to be excellent swimmers.

"My times were where they should have been," Harding continued. "I didn't reach my goals, but that's because they weren't realistic."

Junior Scott Langan, a first-year swimmer, won each of his three heats and posted personal bests in each.

The Indians also received a strong performance from Tim O'Connor, who made it to the finals in the 400 meter Individual Medley before finally finishing sixth, Pecoraro, who finished fourth overall in the 100 meter butterfly, and Pavolony, who swam well in several events.

-Kenny Peck

LOST DOG

3 LEGS, BLIND IN LEFT EYE, MISSING RIGHT EAR, TAIL BROKEN
RECENTLY CASTRATED...
ANSWERS TO NAME OF "LUCKY".
Ironing out the wrinkles If you saw the Iron Mike Tyson-Frank Bruno fight Saturday, you saw Tyson accomplish what we all knew he would. But if you've seen any of Tyson's previous fights, you know that Tyson, for whatever reason, wasn't very sharp in this one. He was off-balance more than a few times. He was wild, frustrated, sometimes desperate in his attack.

It may have something to do with the death threat he received before the fight, but that's doubtful considering Tyson's demeanor.

It could be that Bruno was a tougher customer than people expected. He did, however, lose to "Bonehugger" Smith.

It could be the extracurricular activity surrounding Tyson. But then again, Tyson beat the teeth out of Spinks at a time when the champ had other things on his mind.

The excuse with the most credibility has to be that there were people in Tyson's corner and the list of those who know less about boxing than even Don King. Perhaps that explains why Bruno lasted so long with "the greatest fighter in the world." Tyson wasn't ready, but then again, Tyson beat the teeth out of Spinks at a time when the champ had other things on his mind.

Say what you want about Kevin Rooney, but one thing is for certain—Tyson was always ready to go, no matter how meager the competition. If Tyson wants to remain loyal to childhood friends, that's fine. But give 'em a job driving the limos or something, and keep them out of the corner.

At the Meadowlands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precious Paul &amp; Deadly Dorone</th>
<th>Psycho Rich &amp; Dave the Barber</th>
<th>Mike the Spike &amp; Kenny Do It?</th>
<th>Tony the Tiger &amp; Frank the Fade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alazar</td>
<td>Indomitable</td>
<td>Hojoca</td>
<td>Locke Vance N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Kelli</td>
<td>Rambling Rudolph</td>
<td>Wolf's Zion</td>
<td>BJ's Fifth Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Alba</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anchor U</td>
<td>Singing Strings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSC’s Pecoraro reached his goals despite ‘roller-coaster ride’

By Mary Carlomagno

Staff Writer

MSC swimmer Andy Pecoraro describes his MSC career as a "roller-coaster ride."

"After swimming for four years, he has experienced just as many ups as downs. He began as a freshman in 1985 when he broke three records and the team placed second in the conference.

After graduating seven seniors that year, the Indians began a rebuilding phase, that, although did not hold much team success, provided opportunity for individuals, such as Pecoraro, to excel.

"My freshman year was my personal best. But every year, I have set personal goals for myself and every year I come a bit closer," Pecoraro said.

His goal for this season was to make the Division III national cut, which only two men in MSC history have achieved. Although he didn't reach this goal, Pecoraro feels happy that he "came very close."

"I swam well this season, which is a good way to finish,” he continued.

The 1988-89 swimmers had another obstacle to overcome: they didn't have a full-time coach as a result of the state’s hiring freeze. Instead, the diving times.

Pecoraro feels “depressed” as he finishes his four-year career at MSC. “Swimming has given me so much. I hope that I have inspired people to keep swimming and maybe showed them the finer points,” he said.

Probably the most prestigious honor Pecoraro received was at last year’s sports banquet where he was named “Scholar Athlete.” This achievement, according to Pecoraro, "was the best honor to receive."

Pecoraro feels that if you set a goal and stick with it, you can't let any factors get in the way. "Although I’ll miss the competition of swimming, I know that I have done something constructive with my time,” he said.

He cites the challenge of competitive swimming as a learning experience which taught him about "being ready," he said.

"You have to realize the work it takes to reach your goals, but that some time interacting with others allows everyone to benefit from it that goal."

What’s the future goal for this record holder? "I’d like to eventually coach, because I get a lot of satisfaction out of it," he said.

"To set a goal is much more noble than to not even try," continued Pecoraro. "In the end, it will always pay off."
Women gain NCAA regional bid

Will face #3 ranked Muskingum in New Concord, Ohio this weekend

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

For the first time since the 1977-78 season, the MSC women's basketball team will participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) tournament. The team qualified with a 18-7 regular season record and a lopsided 65-45 victory over Trenton State Thursday in the first round of the New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) tournament. MSC lost to Kean, 74-68, in the championship game.

One bright spot for the Indians was the play of Carolyn Savio, who hauled down a school record 28 rebounds. The junior co-captain broke her own mark of 25 rebounds.

Ironically, last season's MSC squad finished with an identical 18-7 regular season mark, but were denied an NCAA bid, due largely to the teams 8-7 conference mark. This season, the Indians concentrated on winning more conference games. The result was first place in the B-Division of the NJAC.

"We're very, very excited about [receiving the bid]," said MSC head coach Jill Jeffrey, who was a member of the 1977-78 squad. "We would have liked to win the conference championship, but we're happy about getting a bid."

"This was one of our goals for the last couple of years," said co-captain Sue Becker, the team's only senior. "I'm very proud of our team. We came together really well."

The Indians had little time to celebrate, as they left this morning for New Concord, Ohio to begin preparations for tomorrow night's game against Muskingum College.

Muskingum, ranked third nationally in Division III and first in the Mid-Atlantic Region, sports a 17-1 record and the home court advantage. Jeffrey, as always, is optimistic. "I think we can play with them," the sixth-year coach said. "We just have to play good defense." "They're really good," added Savio, "but from seeing them on film, I think they're beatable and I think that we can do it."

The Indians did just that in their victory over Trenton State last Thursday, leading from start to finish to gain the chance to play for the conference championship against Kean Saturday night.

"They're really good, but from seeing them on film, I think they're beatable..."

Carolyn Savio

Men's swim team performs well at Metropolitans

The MSC men's swim team closed out its season with an excellent performance at the Metropolitan Championships, held last weekend at the United States Merchant Marine Academy.

The team finished ninth in the 15-team tournament. "Overall, we all did our best times," said freshman Aaron Miller, who posted career bests in the 200 freestyle and 200 backstroke events. "It's a good sign for next season, because we all came together over the weekend."

Junior Mike Spano agreed. "Everyone was really excited, really psyched," he said. "I was surprised that we swam that well and that our times dropped by as much as they did."

But the Cougars were able to stop MSC by building a 16-point halftime lead and holding on despite a valiant comeback by the Indians.

"It was a difficult challenge for us to be down 16 points at halftime and have to come back against such a potent team," said Jeffrey. "But we made some defensive adjustments and they seemed to work."

The Indians were able to tie the game on two Fran Collins free throws with 2:28 remaining. "We kind of hit a dry spot over the last two minutes," said Jeffrey.

Any dry spots against Muskingum may spell defeat for the Indians, as the high-scoring hosts need no added advantages.

"I'm glad we're playing them (Muskingum)," said Jeffrey. "It's a great challenge. Also, we usually do well against high-scoring teams."